Report on Delhi Photo Festival

On the chilly morning of 5th of November, about 40 students from class 10 and 11 visited the Delhi Photo Festival. It was a clustered yet fun ride to the venue. We were guided through the exhibition by the organizers, one being Mr. Anurag.

The exhibition included works of photography with thinking that goes beyond the ordinary. The ideas and imagery displayed left the students in awe of the talent.

Budding photo journalists in our group were the most excited. Going through the works of renowned photographers from faraway lands to lands closer by, it had everything.

Along with works of famous photographers, there were some student photography displayed as well. The ideas and the composure of pictures made us question what we already know about photography.

Abstract ideas was the theme of this event!

It was colorful, wonderful and all round a delightful experience! And Of Course, at the end we got delicious biscuits and juices by the organizers. The students came back to school with a changed perspective of viewing photography. Images of this visit shall remain photographed in our memory!